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Figure 1: Grain Cloud Module.

Sans-serif type [like this] indicates Reaktor 6 modules, etc.
Unless otherwise indicated, all remarks here apply to the Grain Cloud module
(Figure 1).

I found the specifications for this and the other granular samplers in the Reaktor 6 doc-
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umentation1 to be sketchy, leaving me hungry for details;2 I therefore conducted some
tests.3 This note describes the tests and presents some of my conclusions.

1 The P (Pitch), D/F (Direction/Frequency), Pos (Soundfile
Position), and Len (Grain Length) Control Inputs

Figure 2: Raw sound file F. White lines demarcate selection for granulation.

To see exactly what P and D/F do, I loaded the sound file F shown in Figure 2, then output
single grains as shown in Figures 3 and 4. As indicated in Figure 2, the duration of F is
18.0 ms, and that is the value presented at output Len. The root key for this file is specified
in the sample list as 0. For granulation, I set Sel to select F, and I set Pan, all jitter inputs,
Att, Dec, and PS to zero. (For Pan, see section 4.1. For Att and Dec, see section 3. For
PS, see section 2.) As well, I set Pos to 2.3 and Len input to 10.0, these values (in ms)
corresponding to the white lines in Figure 2. To isolate single grains, I set Overlap to 1 in
the properties for the module and Dist input to 20.

To produce the grains shown in Figure 3, I either 1) set D/F to one of the values shown
in column F of Table 1 and left P unconnected or 2) set P to one of the values shown in
column P of Table 1 and set D/F to some value ≥ 0.4

To produce the grains shown in Figure 4, I either 1) set D/F to one of the values shown
in column F of Table 2 and left P unconnected or 2) set P to one of the values shown in
column P of Table 2 and set D/F to some negative value. N.B. I also had to set Pos to 12.3,

1Imbedded “Info Hints” (= tool tips) as well as Reaktor 6 Building in Primary. (Native Instruments pdf
(“Software version: 6.0.3 (08/2016)”)).

2“Salamander Angram” expressed a similar opinion in “Reaktor – Granular Modules Introduction” on
YouTube: ADSR Music Production Tutorials (viewed 2016 x 14).

3Using Reaktor 6 as a plug-in to Digital Performer 9.
4Or left D/F unconnected. (Default input is 1.)
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Table 1: Key to Figure 3.

F P (D ≥ 0)
a. 1 0
b. 0.5 −12
c. 0.25 −24
d. 2 +12
e. 4 +24

Figure 3: Output grains. See text and Table 1.
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Table 2: Key to Figure 4.

F P (D < 0)
a. −1 0
b. −0.5 −12
c. −0.25 −24
d. −2 +12
e. −4 +24

Figure 4: Output grains (reversed). See text and Table 2.
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the position corresponding to the dashed white line in Figure 2. (In producing reversed
grains, one must start at the “end”.)

1.1 Conclusions

The Info Hints for the module make it clear that D/F specifies a frequency if P is unwired,
a direction otherwise. It turns out that together those inputs specify what I shall call the
effective reading rate:5

Reff =


(D/F) if P is unwired

2((P)−Root)/12 if P is wired and (D/F) ≥ 0
−2((P)−Root)/12 if P is wired and (D/F) < 0

 , (1)

where Root is the root key specified for the sound file in the Sample List.
I conclude that, given the indicated inputs, the module generates each grain by reading

from the specified sound file in the natural (“forward”) direction (left to right as shown in
the waveform display (Figure 2)) or in the opposite (“reverse”) direction, starting in either
case from the position (Pos), and at the effective rate determined by P and D/F.

At each ‘tick’ of the sampling rate clock, say at time t after the start of a grain’s
generation (0 ≤ t ≤ (Len)), the module is reading from the sound file at position

pt = (Pos) + t · Reff

and outputs the value at this position in the sound file, presumably interpolating when
pt lies between actual data points (samples) of the file. Output continues until either the
required length of grain has been generated (t ≥ (Len)) or reading reaches the end (or
beginning) of the sound file.6

Notice that the reading position (Pos)+(Len) (dashed white line in Figure 2) has no
significance for (forward) output unless the effective reading rate is 1. This is apparent
from Figure 3: reading effectively stops before that position for lower rates (cases b. and
c.), and continues past that position for higher rates (consider blue lines in cases d. and
e.). Likewise for reverse output, mutatis mutandis.

The green lines in case c. of Figures 3 and 4 show that the module does not normalize
grain amplitudes.

If an input sound file for this module is reasonably large, the above details about start-
ing position (at the “beginning” or “end” of an input grain) and overrun (reading past the
boundaries of same) are probably of little importance. Still, boundary conditions can be
important, and in any case I think my clarification of effective reading rate is useful. I hope
the figures help too.

5For any input port X of the module, (X) stands for the value at that port at the relevant time.
6Perhaps output of zeroes continues as needed to supply the required length of grain.
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2 The PS (Pitch Slide) Control Input

Figure 5: Raw sound file G. White lines demarcate selection for granulation.

To see exactly what PS does, I loaded the sound file G shown in Figure 5, then output
single grains as shown in Figure 6. As indicated in Figure 5, the duration of G is 20 ms,
and that is the value presented at output Len. The root key for this file is specified in the
sample list as 0. For granulation, I set Sel to select G, left P unwired, set F to 1, and set
Pan, Att, Dec, and all jitter inputs to zero. As well, I set Pos to 5 and Len input to 10, these
values (in ms) corresponding to the white lines in Figure 5, delimiting 20 cycles of a 2
kHz sine wave. As before, to isolate single grains, I set Overlap to 1 in the properties for
the module and Dist input to 20.

I find that PS specifies a continuous change in Reff during the generation of an indi-
vidual grain. Let R0 denote the rate determined by P and D/F as at (1); then the change
specified by PS is nominally from R0 to 2(PS)/12R0.

Working by graphic estimation from Figure 6(b.), I find that Reff seems to be a linear
function of time, namely

Reff(t) = R0 −
R0 − R`

`
t , (2)

where R0 is the initial value for Reff as above, R` = 2(PS)/12R0 is the target value for Reff,
` = (Len) is the specified grain duration, and t is the elapsed time from the “Grain Trigger”
event, i.e. the start of generation for the grain in question (0 ≤ t ≤ ` ). In the particular
case of Figure 6(b.)

Reff(t) = 1 −
1 − 1

4

10
t = 1 − 0.075t ,

for t in ms., 0 ≤ t ≤ 10.
If my conclusions in section 1.1 and my conjecture (2) are correct, then the position at
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Figure 6: Output grains: a. (PS) = 0; b. (PS) = −24; c. (PS) = +24.

which the module is reading from the sound file at time t will be

p(t) = (Pos) +

∫ t

0
Reff(u) du

= (Pos) +

∫ t

0

(
R0 −

R0 − R`

`
u
)

du

= (Pos) + R0 t −
R0 − R`

2`
t2 ,

where R0, R`, `, and t are as above. In the particular case of Figure 6(b.)

p(t) = 5 + t −
1 − 1

4

20
t2 = 5 + t − 0.0375 t2 ,

so that in this case
p(10) = 5 + 6.25 .
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Indeed Figure 6(b.) shows that the module read 12 1
2 cycles of the 2 kHz sine wave starting

at 5 ms. in G.
The same logic applies for Figure 6(a.), where Reff(t) = R0 = 1 for all t, 0 ≤ t ≤ 10

ms., and p(10) = 5 + 10, including all 20 cycles of the sine wave in G.
For Figure 6(c.), the target value R` is 4, yielding

Reff(t) = 1 + 0.3 t, p(t) = 5 + t + 0.15 t2 .

In this case p(10) = 5 + 25, exceeding the total length of G. However, p(5) = 5 + 8.75,
and this agrees with the 171

2 cycles of G shown to the left of the blue line in Figure 6(c.).
All these examples agree with, and therefore lend some confidence to, my hypotheses

concerning P, D/F, and PS.

3 The Att (Attack) and Dec (Decay) Control Inputs

To see exactly what Att and Dec do, I again loaded the sound file G (see section 2), then
output single grains as shown in Figure 7. For granulation, I set Sel to select G, left P
unwired, and set Pan, PS, and all jitter inputs to zero. As before, I set Pos to 5 and Len
input to 10, and to isolate single grains I set Overlap to 1 in the properties for the module
and Dist input to 20. For this testing, I set Att to 0.25, Dec to 0.5.

Figure 7: Output grains, (Att) = 0.25, (Dec) = 0.5: a. (F) = 1; b. (F) = 0.5; c. (F) = −0.5;
d. (F) = 2.

I find that the value of Att (resp. Dec) specifies the fraction of the grain duration (as
specified by Len input) during which a linear attack (resp. decay) is in effect. See Figure 7.
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Notice that 1) because attack and decay are linear, the resulting grain envelope in this
case is trapezoidal; 2) grain envelope specification by Att and Dec is independent of grain
content, so that, e.g., given values of Att and Dec specify the same envelope for reverse
grains as for forward grains (cases b. and c. in Figure 7); and that the specified envelope
applies to the whole grain duration, not just the part with actual sound (case d. in Figure 7).

4 Panning and Mono vs. Stereo Source Files

4.1 The Pan Control Input

To see exactly what Pan does, I again loaded the sound file F (see section 1), then output
single grains as shown in Figure 8. For granulation, I set Sel to select F, left P unwired,
set F to 1, and set all jitter inputs to zero. As well, I set Pos to 2.3 and Len input to 10.0.
As before, to isolate single grains, I set Overlap to 1 in the properties for the module and
Dist input to 20.

Figure 8: Output grains: a. (Pan) = −1.0; b. (Pan) = −0.5; c. (Pan) = 0;
d. (Pan) = +0.5; e. (Pan) = +1.0.

I find that Pan scales the grain amplitudes at the L and R outputs in approximate pro-
portion to (respectively) the cosine and sine of angles from 0 to 90◦. Specifically,

Output at L is scaled by cos(θ)
Output at R is scaled by sin(θ) , (3)
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where θ = ((Pan) + 1) × 45◦. The green curves in Figures 8 and 10 indicate this scaling.7

(This form of scaling generally yields constant total signal power across the stereo field.)
See also section 4.3.

4.2 Mono Raw Sound Files

The foregoing observations are based on stereo raw soundfiles (F and G) in which the left
and right channels have essentially identical content, namely that shown in Figures 2 and
5. For (Pan) = 0, the audio outputs at ports L and R for given parameter settings are also
essentially identical, corresponding to Figures 3, 4, 7, 6, and 8(c.).

It turns out that, for all the foregoing parameter settings, the audio outputs at ports L
and R are essentially the same if the source soundfiles are mono counterparts to F and G
which have in their single channels the same content as one of the channels of F and G
respectively.8 This is true for non-zero as well as zero settings of Pan. In other words, all
the observations represented in Figures 3, 4, 7, 6, and 8 are correct with respect to mono
source files corresponding to F and G.

4.3 Unequal Stereo Channels

Figure 9: Raw sound file H. White lines demarcate selection for granulation.
See text.

7By careful graphic estimation from Figure 8, I find that the scaling actually seems to use the parabolic
approximations

sin(θ) ≈
4θ
π
−

(
2θ
π

)2

=
4θ (π − θ)

π2 , cos(θ) ≈ 1 −
(

2θ
π

)2

(θ in radians).

8I used the left channel in each case.
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To look further into these source file vs ouput relations, I created a stereo soundfile H in
which the left and right channels had significantly different content. I obtained H from G
simply by reducing the right channel signal by 6 dB throughout, thereby approximately
halving its amplitude. (See Figure 10(c.).)

Figure 9 shows how H appeared in the waveform view of Reaktor’s sample map editor.
Comparing this with Figure 2, I conjecture that for a stereo soundfile the waveform view
of Reaktor’s sample map editor shows the average of the selected file’s left and right
channels – averaging would account for the amplitude of H being shown as approximately
three-quarters that of G.

Having loaded H, I output single grains as shown in Figure 10. As for G, the root
key for H is specified in the sample list as 0. For granulation, I set Sel to select H, left P
unwired, and set PS and all jitter inputs to zero. As well, I set Pos to 5 and Len input to
10, these values (in ms) corresponding to the white lines in Figure 9. As before, to isolate
single grains, I set Overlap to 1 in the properties for the module and Dist input to 20. For
this testing, I set Att and Dec both to 0.5, producing the diamond-shaped waveforms in the
figure.

Figure 10: Output grains: a. (Pan) = −1.0; b. (Pan) = −0.5; c. (Pan) = 0;
d. (Pan) = +0.5; e. (Pan) = +1.0.

As in the case of identical left and right source channels, I find that Pan scales the grain
amplitudes at the L and R outputs in approximate proportion to (respectively) the cosine
and sine of angles from 0 to 90◦ as at (3) above, the L (resp. R) output based on the left
(resp. right) source channel.
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4.4 Conclusions

If the source soundfile is stereo, then its left (resp. right) channel is the basis for granular
output at L (resp. R). If the source soundfile is mono, then its single channel is the basis
for granular output at both L and R. In either case, grain amplitudes are scaled according
to (Pan) as at (3).

5 Summary

The main observations concerning the Grain Cloud module which are documented in sig-
nificantly more detail in this note than in the Reaktor 6 documentation are the following.

• Grain Cloud produces stereo grains based on a source sound in its sample list. This
sound (“sample”) can be either stereo or mono. (Section 4.4)

• Grain content is read out from the source at a position, rate, and direction determined
by (Pos), (P), (D/F), and the corresponding root key in the sample list. Notionally,
the reading rate corresponds to an audio frequency. (Section 1.1)

• (PS) can specify a linear change in the aforesaid reading rate during the generation
of a grain, making in the audio-frequency case a pitch-slide. (Section 2)

• (Att) and (Dec) can impose linear attack and decay on a grain envelope. (Section 3)

• (Pan) positions grains in the stereo field by scaling their left- and right-channel am-
plitudes appropriately. (Section 4)
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